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LOGLINE 
 

A proud yet scarred leader haunted by the Holocaust and decades of war, former Israeli Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin struggles to balance history and heroism to make peace with his greatest enemy and 
cement a legacy long misunderstood. 

 
LONG SYNOPSIS 

 

Imprisoned by the Soviets. Orphaned by the Holocaust. Elected Prime Minister. Crowned peacemaker by the 
Nobel Prize Committee. Disgraced by the Lebanon War. Menachem Begin was a pillar of the State of Israel 
and a tireless fighter for the Jewish people. 

 
He was, at the same time, a controversial leader. Whether he was challenging the British, founding the Likud 
political party or fighting to end bigotry against Middle Eastern and African Jews in Israeli society, his 
dedication to his country and his people was boundless. Still, that unwavering commitment could bear 
untoward consequences. In 1948, as Israel fought for its life as a nation, his role in the tragic Altalena Affair 
that ended in the deaths of 19 Jews, and at Deir Yassin, where more than 100 Palestinians died, including 
women and children, haunted him until the day he died. As Prime Minister of Israel, he made an historic peace 
deal with Egypt, and he also gave the go-ahead to bomb Saddam Hussein’s Osirak nuclear reactor. 

 
His life is a nuanced and complicated canvas that tells the story of key events and currents in the history of 
modern Israel and its relationship to its Middle East neighbors. The recent ground-breaking peace agreements 
between Israel, the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Sudan and Morocco make this a propitious time to look 
back at Begin’s achievements and consider them in a new light. 

 
With evocative imagery, rarely seen archival materials, and revealing interviews with those who knew him, 
UPHEAVAL portrays the life and essence of this brilliant, tough, complex, loving, and proud man who never 
compromised when the survival of Israel and the Jewish people were at stake. 

 
SHORT SYNOPSIS 

 
Imprisoned by the Soviets. Orphaned by the Holocaust. Elected Prime Minister. Crowned peacemaker by the 
Nobel Prize Committee. Disgraced by the Lebanon War. Menachem Begin was a pillar of the State of Israel 
and a tireless fighter for the Jewish people. He was, at the same time, a controversial leader. His life is a 
nuanced and complicated canvas that tells the story of key events in the history of modern Israel and its 
relationship to its Middle East neighbors. With evocative imagery, rarely seen archival materials, and 
revealing interviews with those who knew him, UPHEAVAL portrays the life and essence of this brilliant, tough, 
complex, loving, and proud man who never compromised when the survival of Israel and the Jewish people 
were at stake. 



DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 
 

When I was asked to direct UPHEAVAL, I immediately knew that the complexity of Israeli Prime Minister 
Menachem Begin’s story should be underscored by the need to strike a balance among vastly different political 
and ideological perspectives. As we see in society today, the gray is often erased in favor of more partisan and 
oversimplified stances, when, as I see it, there are untold nuances to leadership from which we can learn 
deeper truths and lessons. This film is a study in the gray. 

 
Begin fiercely advocated for Arab-Israeli citizenship but was deemed a radical right-winger for his role in fighting 
for Israel’s independence, as well as expanding Jewish settlements in the West Bank. He elevated North 
African and Middle Eastern Jews in Israeli society, helping to counter the discrimination they were facing, 
and he also oversaw the rescue of Ethiopian Jews and Vietnamese refugees, welcoming them as immigrants. 
He sought and achieved peace with Egypt — but also led a tragic and unsuccessful war in Lebanon. 

 
I am a believer in subjects telling their stories in their own words. In this case, that meant a film without 
narration, as Begin died nearly 30 years ago. Nonetheless, my vision as director was to bring a new dimension 
to the telling of his journey. To do so, we used a blend of emotionally gripping archival footage, animation, 
dynamic interviews, and cinematic footage that chronicles Begin’s life, while also bringing to fore the diverse 
beauty of Israel and its people. 

 
Directing the first English-language feature documentary on Prime Minister Begin has been an eye- opening 
exploration of the heart and mind of one of the most iconic leaders of the 20th century. From his Eastern 
European roots to becoming an advocate and politician on the world stage, Begin's humility and modesty 
belie his courage and resilience. For better or for worse, he stood up for his ideals, and, ultimately, he held 
himself accountable to them. World leaders today would be wise to learn from someone who did not enrich 
himself through his position but fought for his values and beliefs on behalf of the people who elected him. 

 
-Jonathan Gruber 



 
BIOS 

 

JONATHAN GRUBER | Director 
Jonathan Gruber has been directing, writing, and producing award-winning documentary films for more than 
20 years. With his company, Black Eye Productions, he has helped celebrate long- overlooked individuals, 
inform generations, build brands, facilitate social movements, and, of course, entertain. His documentaries 
are immersive viewing experiences, and include Miriam Beerman: Expressing the Chaos, Follow Me, Life Is 
a Banquet, Jewish Soldiers in Blue & Gray, STU, and Pola’s March. He was also the Co-Creator and Executive 
Producer of the MSNBC series, The Story of Cool. Jonathan specializes in building trust with his interview 
subjects, gently taking them on a storytelling journey and ultimately creating an environment that allows for 
honesty and vulnerability. Whether a 90-minute documentary film, a two-minute viral video, or a 30-second 
advertisement, Jonathan looks at all projects as stories worth remembering. 

 
SHANE MICHAEL COLELLA | Director of Photography 

Shane Michael Colella, an Emmy award-winning Director of Photography (DoP), has traveled the globe bringing 
stories to life in the documentary and commercial realm for more than 20 years. Shane has written, directed 
and filmed for commercial, narrative, documentary and non-profit clients all over the world, including the BBC, 
Telemundo, and Sony. In 2018, he co-directed and filmed the award- winning short doc Watching the 
Storm, which debuted at Martha’s Vineyard Film Festival last year and is still making waves on the festival 
circuit. Shane is currently shooting in Atlanta as DoP on an AMC streaming project for a 21-episode first 
season of ALLBLK's Social Society. 

 
JOHN AYALA | Editor 
John Ayala has worked as an Editor for more than fifteen years and has cut long form, short form and 
everything in between. His work has been awarded the Cine Golden Eagle (2013), Tiva Peer Award (2014), 
Bronze MUSE Award (2016), and most recently he won the Academy of Interactive and Visual Arts Award for 
Best Editing. In addition, John has produced, directed and edited films that have shown at the Sundance 
Film Festival, Telluride, IFC Center, Havana Film Festival, New York International Latino Film Festival, 
CineSol Film Festival, Bicycle Film Festival, and Rooftop Films. 

 
CHARLIE BARNETT | Original Composer 
As a film composer, Charlie Barnett has scored hundreds of television and theatrical films. His orchestral and 
chamber works have been performed internationally. Charlie collaborated on a spoken word piece with Dr. 
Maya Angelou, and his recent orchestral work, Retablos, received its world premiere at the Kennedy Center. In 
addition, he has written several ballet and modern dance scores and is currently working on a choral 
commission for the National Cathedral in Washington DC. Charlie’s most recent musical, When We Get There, 
is his fourth. Mr. Barnett is also the composer, guitarist, and pianist for the band Chaise Lounge. 



 

SUSAN GRANDIS GOLDSTEIN | Post Production Producer 
Susan Grandis Goldstein is an award-winning producer of nationally aired television programs and 
documentaries for PBS on religion, history, politics, bioethics, and popular culture. As post production producer, 
Susan helped craft the film during edit sessions and post production. In addition, she obtained archival 
film and photos from public and private archives in the US, Israel, and Europe. Susan’s documentary 
experience includes working as the field producer on the PBS documentary The Great Upset of ‘48 about 
President Harry S. Truman’s victory over Governor Thomas E. Dewey in the 1948 presidential election. Susan 
also produces films for museums and non-profits. 

 
RACHEL GREENBERG | Producer 
Rachel Greenberg managed the production, conducted English language research at various archives and 
presidential libraries, licensed archival footage and images, and raised funds for the film. Rachel is currently 
a producer for a documentary short, Dreaming of Jerusalem, which premiered as a discovery+ original, 
and is involved in a two-season, period drama that will be streaming globally in 2022. In addition, Rachel 
recently worked with a well-known global celebrity and writer to build out their nascent production company 
creatively and operationally, and supports production companies with their management and marketing 
needs. 

 
GI ORMAN | Producer 
Gi Orman is an award-winning director, producer, and editor of documentaries, promotional films, corporate 
videos, and digital content. As founder and Creative Director of BiG Productions, he is committed to telling 
the truth and depicting reality through transcendent storytelling that captivates audiences of all ages and 
backgrounds. Gi tells stories of every variety—short stories, long stories, visually stunning stories, and 
emotional stories. Over the course of more than 16 years, BiG Productions has produced thousands of 
films for a wide variety of non-profit, academic/educational, hospital/medical, and corporate clients in the U.S., 
Israel, Canada, England, Poland, and worldwide. 

 
About Abramorama 
Abramorama is the preeminent global theatrical distribution and rights management partner for 
documentary and music films and is recognized for the consistent high quality of its work on award 
winning features. An innovator in the focused, personalized form of film marketing, promotion, 
distribution and live, event and digital cinema, Abramorama provides invaluable alternatives to 
filmmakers while continuing to trail-blaze exciting new pathways to defined audiences. 

 
Over the course of 20 years, Abramorama has successfully distributed and marketed hundreds of films, 
including Ron Howard’s Grammy Award®-winning The Beatles: Eight Days A Week – The Touring Years; 
Stanley Nelson’s Miles Davis: Birth of The Cool; Atlantic Records and Melanie Martinez’ K-12; John 
McDermott’s Jimi Hendrix: Electric Church; Amir Bar-Lev's Long Strange Trip – The Untold Story of the 
Grateful Dead; Tabbert Fiiller’s The Public Image Is Rotten; Danny Clinch and Pearl Jam’s Let’s Play Two; 
Corbett Redford and Green Day’s Turn It Around: The Story of East Bay Punk; John Scheinfeld’s Chasing 
Trane – The John Coltrane Documentary; Roberta Grossman and Nancy Spielberg’s Who Will Write Our 
History; Brett Bern's BANG! The Bert Berns Story; Brett Morgen and National Geographic’s seminal Jane; 
Asif Kapadia’s Senna; Neil Young’s vast catalog of Bernard Shakey Productions; Cameron Crowe’s Pearl 
Jam Twenty; 



Sacha Gervasi’s Spirit Award-winning Anvil! The Story of Anvil; Banksy’s Academy Award® nominated & 
Spirit Award-winning Exit Through the Gift Shop; Laurie Anderson’s New York Times critics’ pick, Heart of 
a Dog; Showtime’s National Board of Review Winner Listen to Me Marlon; Academy Award®-nominee and 
IDA Best Documentary Winner The Look of Silence; and the episodic multi-platform series Deconstructing 
The Beatles. Abramorama is a founding partner of The Seventh Art Stand program, an act of cinematic 
solidarity against Islamophobia, that ran in more than 50 theaters across the United States in May of 2017. 
Abramorama launched a conscious films imprint, Mangurama, in 2018 alongside its music-centric film fund 
focused on the global release of iconic music documentaries. In January of 2019 the company launched 
the live multicast streaming enterprise ABCinemaNOW.com with the global live introduction, interstitial 
programming, and Q&A from Paris, France for the 55-country release of Who Will Write Our History. 
ABCinemaNOW events are powered by Abramorama’s virtual remote live streaming studio with the 
collaboration of live streaming event producer Susan Jacobs and director George Barnes. In 2020 
Abramorama Selects was launched providing a gateway for select films across global VOD platforms. For 
more information visit abramorama.com. 
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